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Formula Rules (Main Contract)

Section 1

Use, Definitions and General Rules

1 These Rules are the Formula Rules referred to in paragraph C·1·1·1 of Fluctuations Option C in:

Title Short Reference in these Rules

Standard Building Contract 2011 Edition

- With Quantities

- Without Quantities

- With Approximate Quantities

SBC/Q

SBC/XQ

SBC/AQ

Design and Build Contract 2011 Edition DB

2 a References to Part I, Part II and Part III are references to those Parts in section 2 of these

Rules. Rules 3 to 8 apply to adjustment under Part I, Part II and Part III of these Rules

unless specifically excluded.

b Part II does not apply to SBC/AQ.

c Where in these Rules alternative terms separated by oblique strokes are used they shall

apply as follows:

‘Specification/Work Schedules’ – for whichever document has been provided under

SBC/XQ.

In ‘Interim Valuation/Application for Interim Payment’, ‘Certificate/Application’ and ‘Final

Certificate/Final Account’ the words before the oblique stroke apply to SBC/Q, SBC/XQ or

SBC/AQ and those after the oblique stroke to DB.

In ‘Contract Bills/Priced Document/Contract Sum Analysis’ the words before the first oblique

stroke apply to SBC/Q or SBC/AQ, those between the oblique strokes apply to SBC/XQ and

those after the second oblique stroke to DB.

Definitions

3 In Fluctuations Option C (as defined hereunder) and in these Rules, the following definitions apply

together with, as far as relevant and applicable, the definitions in the Conditions.

Application for Interim Payment: an Interim Application referred to in DB, clause 4·8.

Balance of Adjustable Work: the work which is properly subject to formula adjustment but which

is neither allocated to a Work Category nor is Contractor’s Specialist Work.

Notes:

1. Such Balance will include preliminary and general items, water, insurance, adjustments on

the tender summary and similar matters.

2. Where specifically so stated in the Contract Documents it shall also include work undertaken

by the Contractor which cannot be allocated to a Work Category.

3. For the treatment of Provisional Sums, see rule 16.

4. For work or items excluded from formula adjustment see rule 4.
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Base Month: the calendar month stated in the tender documents and recorded in the Contract

Particulars. Note: unless tenderers are otherwise informed the Base Month will normally be the

calendar month prior to that in which the tender is due to be returned.

Certificate for Interim Payment: an Interim Certificate referred to in SBC/Q, SBC/XQ and

SBC/AQ, clause 4·10·1.

Conditions: the provisions of the relevant contract referred to in rule 1.

Contract Documents: as defined in the Conditions.

Contractor’s Specialist Work: any work to be executed by the Contractor for which there is no

Work Category (but see rule 7: structural steelwork) but for which one of the specialist engineering

formulae in Part Ill of section 2 of these Rules is appropriate to adjust the price for that work.

Formula adjustment: adjustment in accordance with relevant Fluctuations Option C and these

Rules.

Fluctuations Option C: Fluctuations Option C (Formula adjustment) in Schedule 7 in SBC/Q,

SBC/XQ, SBC/AQ and DB.

Index Number: the provisional or firm Index Number for the month for any of the indices published

in the Monthly Bulletins. Note: For Work Group Weighted Index Numbers, which are only used

where Part II of section 2 of these Rules applies, see rule 34.

Interim Valuation: a valuation for the purposes of SBC/Q, SBC/XQ or SBC/AQ, clause 4·10·2.

Mid-point: where the Valuation Period comprises an even number of days the Mid-point for the

purpose of operating any of the formulae in these Rules which refer to Mid-point shall be deemed

to be the Mid-point of such Period after deducting the last day of that Period.

Monthly Bulletins: for building (and ancillary civil engineering works) and specialist engineering

installations the ‘Monthly Bulletin of Indices: Price adjustment formulae for construction contracts’

prepared by BCIS.

Non-Adjustable Element: that amount which will be deducted by way of abatement from the

amount of adjustment otherwise payable. This amount shall be such percentage as is stated in the

Contract Particulars of the amount of adjustment.

Schedule: the Schedule referred to in rule 11.

Valuation Period: the period ending on the date of any Interim Valuation/Application for Interim

Payment and beginning on the day following the date of the immediately preceding Interim

Valuation/Application for Interim Payment provided, unless otherwise agreed, that the first

Valuation Period shall commence on the date when possession of the site is given to the

Contractor.

Value of Work: for any Valuation Period shall be the difference (which may be positive or

negative) between the Gross Valuation, as defined hereunder, ascertained at the end of the

Valuation Period and that ascertained at the end of the previous Valuation Period after having

excluded from both those Gross Valuations the amounts for formula adjustment and the amounts

excluded from formula adjustment under rule 4. The ‘Gross Valuation’ is:

- for SBC/Q, SBC/XQ and SBC/AQ, the Gross Valuation for the purpose of issuing an Interim

Certificate as defined in clause 4·16 of the Conditions;

- for DB, the Gross Valuation for the purposes of making an Application for Interim Payment

as defined in clause 4·13 or 4·14 of the Conditions.

Work Category: one of the Work Categories (Series 2 revised) listed in Appendix A to these

Rules. The brief descriptive headings of each Work Category are intended to include all work of a

generally similar nature within the Category.

Work Group: A Work Category or combination of Work Categories as identified in the Schedule.

This expression is used only where Part II of these Rules applies.
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Exclusion from adjustment

4 Formula adjustment shall not apply to:

(i) amounts for work valued as daywork under the Conditions (SBC/Q, SBC/XQ and SBC/AQ,

clause 5·7; DB, clause 5·5);

(ii) amounts for articles manufactured outside the United Kingdom which the Contractor is

required by the Employer in the Contract Documents to purchase and import or have

imported for direct incorporation into the Works and which require no processing prior to

such incorporation and which are specifically identified in the Contract Documents; Note:

Fluctuations in the price of such articles are dealt with under SBC/Q, SBC/XQ and SBC/AQ,

paragraph C·2 of Fluctuations Option C; and DB, paragraph C·3 of Fluctuations Option C;

(iii) amounts for work which is valued under the Conditions (SBC/Q, SBC/XQ and SBC/AQ,

clauses 5·6 and 5·8 to 5·10; DB, clauses 5·4, 5·6 and 5·7) at a fair valuation on rates and

prices current when the work is carried out or on some basis which is not referable to the

level of rates, prices or amounts in the documents referred to in rules 24a, b and c unless

made subject to Formula adjustment by the operation of rule 25;

(iv) amounts for unfixed materials and goods for which the Contractor is entitled to payment

under the Conditions (SBC/Q, SBC/XQ and SBC/AQ, clause 4·16·1·2 or 4·16·1·3; DB,

clause 4·13·1·3, 4·14·1·2 or 4·14·1·3) except where rule 58, 63 or 69 apply;

(v) amounts for direct loss and/or expense ascertained under the Conditions (SBC/Q, SBC/XQ

and SBC/AQ, clause 3·24 or 4·23; DB, clause 3·17 or 4·19);

(vi) any other amounts payable by the Employer which are based on the actual costs incurred

by the Contractor;

(vii) amounts excluded from Formula adjustment by the operation of rules 14 and 15;

(viii) amounts for design work where separately identified in any CDP Analysis in SBC/Q,

SBC/XQ and SBC/AQ or in the Contract Sum Analysis for DB.

Correction of Errors

5 a The adjustments effected in the Certificates/Applications for Interim Payment shall be

corrected where this is necessary because of:

(i) arithmetical errors in the calculation of the adjustment made;

(ii) incorrect allocation of value to Work Categories (where Part I of these Rules applies)

or to Work Groups (where Part II of these Rules applies);

(iii) incorrect allocation of work as Contractor’s Specialist Work;

(iv) use of an incorrect Index Number or Index Numbers.

b Where the Contractor (for DB, the Employer) so requests for the purpose of ascertaining

whether the matters referred to in rule 5a have occurred in relation to any

Certificate/Application for Interim Payment, the Quantity Surveyor (for DB, the Contractor)

shall make available to the Contractor (for DB, the Employer) such working documents

relating thereto as may enable him so to ascertain; provided that any such request is made

within a reasonable time after the date of issue of the relevant Certificate/Application for

Interim Payment.

c Where a correction is made in accordance with rule 5a whether or not as a result of the

operation of rule 5b, such correction shall be made using the same Index Numbers (but

corrected where necessary by the operation of rule 5a(iv)) used for calculating the

adjustment previously, though incorrectly, made except that firm Index Numbers shall be

used if available.

6 (Number not used)

Structural Steelwork

7 Where structural steelwork is to be undertaken by the Contractor, it shall be stated, for SBC/Q or

SBC/AQ in the Contract Bills; for SBC/XQ in the Specification/Work Schedules; and for DB in the

Contract Sum Analysis which of the following shall apply for the adjustment of the price of structural

steelwork:

(i) Part I, rules 9 to 28 using Work Category 2/27;

(ii) Part II, rules 29 to 39 using Work Category 2/27;

(iii) Part III, rules 63 to 67.
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‘Fix-only’ Work – Direct Supplies from Employer

8 Formula adjustment in respect of the fixing of materials and goods supplied directly by the

Employer shall be in accordance with whichever of the methods below has been stated, for SBC/Q

and SBC/AQ, in the Contract Bills; for SBC/XQ, in the Specification/Work Schedules; and for DB, in

the Contract Sum Analysis (or in the Schedule attached to any of those documents) or, where no

such statement has been made, in accordance with whichever of the methods below has been

agreed in writing between the Contractor and the Quantity Surveyor (for DB, between the

Contractor and the Employer):

(i) by inclusion in an appropriate Work Category which has been specifically stated in the

aforesaid documents or specifically agreed in writing as aforesaid; or

(ii) by inclusion in the Balance of Adjustable Work; or

(iii) by application of a ‘fix-only’ index created in accordance with the method set out in Appendix

B of these Rules.
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Section 2

Part I: Work Category method; separate application of the

Work Category Index Numbers

The formula

9 The formula for adjustment of the Value of Work allocated to Work Categories under Part I of these

Rules for Valuation Periods up to and including the Valuation Period in which occurs the date of

practical completion is as follows:

C=

o

ov

I

)IV(I −

where

C = the amount of the adjustment for the Work Category to be paid to, or recovered from, the

Contractor.

V = the Value of Work in the Work Category for the Valuation Period.

Iv = the Index Number for the Work Category for the month during which the Mid-point of the

Valuation Period occurred.

Io = the Index Number for the Work Category for the Base Month.

Note: Any sum included in the valuation in respect of the Balance of Adjustable Work will also be

subject to adjustment (see rule 26).

Application of the formula

10 For SBC/Q and SBC/AQ, the Contract Bills; for SBC/XQ, the Specification/Work Schedules; and for

DB, the Employer’s Requirements or the Contractor’s Proposals shall state that Formula

adjustment will be under Part I of these Rules by application of each relevant Work Category Index

Number and shall state the Base Month. Note: This should be recorded in the Contract Particulars.

Allocation to Work Categories, etc.

11 a For SBC/Q and SBC/AQ, the Contract Bills shall include a Schedule which has been issued

to the Contractor when tendering and which will indicate to which of the following each item

in the Bills is allocated: one of the Work Categories; ‘fix-only’ work under rule 8(iii);

Contractor’s Specialist Work; Provisional Sum work subject to Formula adjustment (rule 16);

Balance of Adjustable Work; or work excluded from Formula adjustment under rule 4.

Alternatively, the allocation shall be effected by annotation of each item in the Bills of

Quantities issued to the Contractor when tendering and such annotation shall constitute the

Schedule.

b For SBC/XQ, the Contract Documents shall include a Schedule which will indicate to which

of the following each and every part of the Works shown upon the Contract Drawings or

described by or referred to in the Specification/Work Schedules is allocated: one of the Work

Categories; ‘fix-only’ work under rule 8(iii); Contractor’s Specialist Work; Provisional Sum

work subject to Formula adjustment (rule 16); Balance of Adjustable Work; or work excluded

from Formula adjustment under rule 4.

c For DB, the Contract Sum Analysis provided by the Contractor shall include a Schedule

which will indicate to which of the following each item in the Contract Sum Analysis is

allocated: one of the Work Categories: ‘fix-only’ work under rule 8(iii); Contractor’s Specialist

Work; Provisional Sum work subject to Formula adjustment (rule 16): Balance of Adjustable

Work; or work excluded from Formula adjustment under rule 4.
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d The Employer and Contractor shall be deemed for the purposes of Fluctuations Option C

and these Rules but not further or otherwise to have agreed the allocation of the items in the

Schedule.

External works

12 Work Categories 2/45, 2/46, 2/47 and 2/48 relate only to drainage pipework (other than cast iron),

fencing, gates and screens, bituminous surfacing to roads and paths, and soft landscaping. All

other items for external works and services must be allocated among the other Work Categories

and that part of the Schedule related to external work must identify the Work Category in which

each such item falls.

Multiple Work Category items

13 a An item in the Contract Documents referred to in rule 11a, b or c which relates to works in

more than one Work Category shall be allocated to the most significant Work Category

represented within the item.

b Where in the Contract Documents referred to in rule 11a, b or c there are grouped together

items of work relating to several different Work Categories and such items are of relatively

low value, all of the items so grouped may be allocated to the most significant Work

Category represented in the group.

Old materials

14 Where any credit is allowed by the Contractor for old materials arising from the works such credit

shall not be subject to Formula adjustment.

P.C. rates

15 The value of work described in the Contract Documents by reference to P.C. rates shall not be

subject to Formula adjustment. Note: The NCC Standing Committee Guide ‘Price adjustment

formulae for building contracts (Series 2) – Guide to application and procedure’ states in paragraph

2.13 that ‘Formula adjustment is impracticable for items given as P.C. rates in the bill of quantities

(e.g. facing bricks at £x per thousand)’.

Provisional Sums

16 The value of work executed by the Contractor in accordance with instructions as to the expenditure

of Provisional Sums shall be allocated to Work Categories; ‘fix-only’ work under rule 8(iii);

Contractor’s Specialist Work; Balance of Adjustable Work; or work excluded from formula

adjustment under rule 4.

17 (Number not used)

Price level

18 The level of the prices in the Contract Bills/Priced Document/Contract Sum Analysis shall be

deemed to be that represented by the firm Index Numbers published in the Monthly Bulletins for

the Base Month.

19 (Number not used)

Formula adjustment – Valuation Periods up to practical completion

20 The Value of Work in each Valuation Period up to and including the Valuation Period in which

occurs the date of practical completion shall be allocated in accordance with the Schedule.

21 a The amount of adjustment in respect of Value of Work allocated to Work Categories shall be

calculated by the application of the formula in rule 9.

b The amount of adjustment in respect of Value of Work allocated to Balance of Adjustable

Work shall be calculated in accordance with rules 26a and b.

22 Formula adjustment in respect of the Contractor’s Specialist Work shall be in accordance with Part

III of these Rules.
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23 a The Index Numbers used for calculating Formula adjustment shall be the last published

provisional Index Numbers for each Work Category together with the firm Index Numbers

current for the Base Month; where firm Index Numbers for the Base Month are not available

Formula adjustment shall be by reference to the provisional Index Numbers for the Base

Month.

b Firm Index Numbers for the appropriate month shall be substituted for any provisional Index

Numbers as soon as available and any alteration to the adjustment under the provisional

Index Numbers shall wherever practicable be made in the next certificate/application for

payment following publication of the firm Index Number.

c In the event of an Index Number published as firm being revised any alteration to earlier

adjustments which results from the application of the revised firm Index Number shall

wherever practicable be made in the next certificate/application for payment following

publication of such revision.

Variations, Changes and Provisional Sum work

24 a Work valued under SBC/Q and SBC/AQ clauses 5·6 and 5·8 to 5·10 shall be subject to

Formula adjustment wherever the valuation is determined by or based upon rates and prices

in the Contract Bills or based upon rates and prices current at the Base Month.

b Work valued under SBC/XQ clauses 5·6 and 5·8 to 5·10 shall be subject to Formula

adjustment wherever the valuation is consistent with the relevant rates, prices or amounts in

the Priced Document or based upon rates and prices current at the Base Month.

c Work valued under DB clauses 5·4, 5·6 and 5·7 shall be subject to Formula adjustment

wherever the valuation is consistent with the values in the Contract Sum Analysis or at

values current at the Base Month.

25 Any work valued under SBC/Q, SBC/AQ or SBC/XQ clauses 5·6 and 5·8 to 5·10 or DB clauses 5·4,

5·6 and 5·7 which is

(i) to be executed over an extended period, and

(ii) the valuation of which is on a basis other than those referred to in rule 24a, b or c,

may notwithstanding (ii) above be subject to Formula adjustment as follows:

a new Base Month, specifically for that work, which is appropriate to the level of the rates and

prices or values used in the valuation shall be agreed in writing and the formula shall then be

separately applied for the Valuation Periods during which the work is executed using the new Base

Month.

Adjustment for Balance of Adjustable Work

26 a Subject to rule 26b the adjustment of any portion of the Balance of Adjustable Work included

in the Value of Work for a Valuation Period shall be calculated by applying the following

formula:

C= Vb x

c

c

V

C

where

C = the amount of adjustment for the Balance of Adjustable Work to be paid to, or

recovered from, the Contractor.

Vb = the Value of Work in the Balance of Adjustable Work for the Valuation Period.

Cc = the total amount of the adjustment for all Work Categories for the Valuation Period to

be paid to, or recovered from, the Contractor in accordance with rule 9.

Vc = the total Value of Work in all Work Categories for the Valuation Period.

b Where the Value of Work in any Valuation Period contains no work allocated to Work

Categories any Balance of Adjustable Work included in the Value of Work shall unless

otherwise agreed be allocated to Work Category 2/1 and adjusted in accordance with rule 9.

Unfixed Materials and Goods

27 a The value of unfixed materials and goods included in Certificates/Applications for Interim

Payment in accordance with the Conditions shall not be subject to Formula adjustment.

Note: When they are incorporated in the Works the value of the work so executed, including

the value of the materials or goods, will be subject to rules 21 to 23.
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b If it is stated in the Contract Documents that the Employer requires early delivery of any

materials and goods specified therein then adjustment in respect of work incorporating these

specified materials may be subject to special arrangements provided always that full details

of these special arrangements are recorded in the Contract Documents.

Formula adjustment – Valuation Periods after practical completion, Final Certificate/Final

Account

28 For the Formula adjustment of:

(i) any Value of Work, other than Contractor’s Specialist Work, for a Valuation Period

subsequent to the Valuation Period in which occurs the date of practical completion; and

(ii) amounts included in the adjustment of the Contract Sum (SBC/Q or SBC/XQ, clause 4·3;

DB, clause 4·2) or in the ascertainment of the Final Sum (SBC/AQ, clause 4·3) which are

subject to Formula adjustment under Part I and which have not been so adjusted in

Certificates/Applications for Interim Payment,

notwithstanding rule 21, the formula is as follows:

C=

t

t

V

CV ×

where

C = the amount of the Formula adjustment to be paid to, or recovered from, the Contractor.

V = the Value of Work described at rule 28(i) or the amounts described at rule 28(ii).

Ct = the net total of the Formula adjustment included in previous Certificates/Applications for

Interim Payment by the use of the formula set out in rule 9 and rule 26a.

Vt = the total Value of Work not being Contractor’s Specialist Work included in previous

Certificates/Applications for Interim Payment.
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Part II: Work Group method using Weighted Work Group

Indices

Note: Part II does not apply to SBC/AQ; see rule 2b.

The formula

29 The Work Categories are to be combined into a number of Work Groups for which Weighted Index

Numbers are to be calculated. The formula for adjustment of the Value of Work allocated to Work

Categories and combined into Work Groups under Part II of these Rules for Valuation Periods up

to and including the Valuation Period in which occurs the date of practical completion is as follows:

C=

o

ov

I

)IV(I −

where

C = the amount of the adjustments for the Work Group to be paid to, or recovered from, the

Contractor.

V = the Value of Work in the Work Group for the Valuation Period.

Iv = the Weighted Index Number for the Work Group for the month during which the Mid-point of

the Valuation Period occurred.

Io = the Weighted Index Number for the Work Group for the Base Month.

Notes:

1. Any sum included in the valuation in respect of the Balance of Adjustable Work will also be

subject to adjustment. See rule 38.

2. For calculation of the Work Group Weighted Index Numbers see rule 34.

Work Groups

30 For SBC/Q, the Contract Bills; for SBC/XQ, the Specification/Work Schedules; and for DB, the

Employer’s Requirements or Contractor’s Proposals shall:

(i) state that Formula adjustment will be under Part II of these Rules by the application of the

Work Group method;

(ii) state the method of grouping to be adopted (that is which Work Categories are to be

included in each Work Group); and

(iii) state the Base Month.

Note: These statements should be recorded in the Contract Particulars.

Weighting

31 For the purposes of calculating the Work Group Weighted Index Numbers in accordance with rules

34 and 35 but not further or otherwise, the weighting allotted to each Work Category within the

Work Groups shall remain constant throughout the operation of the formula in rule 29 and is not to

be altered to take account of any change in the composition of the Works arising from instructions

under SBC/Q or SBC/XQ clauses 3·14 and 3·16 or DB clauses 3·9 and 3·11.

Schedule

32 Rules 11a, 11b and 11c in Part I shall apply to the Work Group Method except for the alternative of

effecting allocation by annotation. The Schedule shall indicate the composition of the Work Groups.

Application of rules in Part I

33 The following rules of Part I shall apply to adjustment under Part II of these Rules:

Rule 11d Agreement of allocation in the Schedule

Rule 12 External works (unless a special Work Group for all external works is created from the

Work Categories)

Rule 13 Multiple Work Category items

Rule 14 Old materials

Rule 15 P.C. rates
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Rule 16 Provisional Sums

Rule 18 Price level

Rule 20 Formula adjustment – Valuation Periods up to practical completion

Rule 22 Contractor’s Specialist Work: adjustment

Rule 28 Formula adjustment: Valuations after practical completion and in Final Certificate/Final

Account with ‘Part II’ substituted for ‘Part I’, ‘notwithstanding rule 35a’ substituted for

‘notwithstanding rule 21’, the reference to ‘the ascertainment of the Final Sum under

SBC/AQ clause 4·3’ omitted and, where rule 30 applies, substitute rule 29 and rule 38a

for rule 9 and rule 26a respectively.

Work Group Weighted Index Numbers for Base Month

34 a The Quantity Surveyor (for DB, the Contractor) shall complete the Schedule by setting out

the total amount included in the Contract Sum for each Work Category within each Work

Group and that total amount shall be used to calculate in accordance with rule 34c the

Weighted Index Number for each Work Group and to calculate the Balance of Adjustable

Work.

b A Work Group Weighted Index Number is the single Index Number calculated to one

decimal place for each Work Group which reflects proportionately the following factors for

each of the constituent Work Categories within the Work Group:

(i) the level of the Work Category Index Number; and

(ii) the amount included in the Contract Sum for work allocated to the Work Category.

Note: As stated in rule 31 factor (ii) above is not changed to take account of the actual

work executed.

c The Weighted Index Number for each Work Group shall be calculated by:

(i) multiplying the amount (shown on the Schedule in accordance with rule 34a) for each

Work Category in the Work Group by the Base Month Index Number for the Work

Category;

(ii) adding together the products resulting from the application of (i) above; and

(iii) dividing the result of the application of (ii) above by the sum of the amounts of the

Work Categories in the Work Group.

d Work Group Weighted Index Numbers for the Base Month are to be calculated as soon as

the firm Work Category Index Numbers for the Base Month are published.

Formula adjustment – Valuation Periods up to practical completion

35 a Subject to the reference to rule 28 in rule 33, the Value of Work for each Valuation Period up

to and including the Valuation Period in which occurs the date of practical completion shall

be allocated in accordance with the Schedule. Weighted Index Numbers for the relevant

Work Groups shall be calculated in a similar way to the calculation of Work Group Weighted

Index Numbers for the Base Month using the same Work Category amounts, but using the

published Work Category Index Numbers current at the Mid-point of the Valuation Period.

b The amount of adjustment shall be calculated by applying the formula in rule 29 to the Value

of Work in each Work Group.

36 a The Index Numbers used for calculating adjustment shall be the firm Work Group Weighted

Index Numbers for the Base Month and the last published provisional Index Numbers: where

firm Index Numbers for the Base Month are not available adjustment shall be by reference to

Work Group Weighted Index Numbers calculated from provisional Index Numbers for the

Base Month.

b Firm Work Group Weighted Index Numbers shall be substituted for any provisional Work

Group Weighted Index Numbers as soon as available and any alteration to the adjustment

under the provisional Work Group Weighted Index Numbers shall wherever practicable be

made in the next certificate/application for payment following publication of the firm Work

Category Index Numbers from which the firm Work Group Weighted Index Numbers are

calculated.

c In the event of an Index Number published as firm being revised any alteration to earlier

adjustments which result from the application of the revised firm Index Number shall

wherever practicable be made in the next certificate/application for payment following

publication of such revision.
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Valuation of Variations, Changes and other Work

37 a Rules 24a, b and c shall apply to the Work Group method except for the reference to

SBC/AQ.

b The method of adjustment in rule 25 shall not apply to the Work Group method.

Adjustment of Balance of Adjustable Work

38 a Subject to rule 38b, the adjustment of any portion of the Balance of Adjustable Work

included in the Value of Work for a Valuation Period shall be calculated by applying the

following formula:

C = Vb x

g

g

V

C

where

C = the amount of the adjustment for the Balance of Adjustable Work to be paid to, or

recovered from, the Contractor.

Vb = the Value of Work in the Balance of Adjustable Work for the Valuation Period.

Cg = the total amount of the adjustment for all Work Groups for the Valuation Period to be

paid to, or recovered from, the Contractor in accordance with rule 29.

Vg = the total Value of Work in all Work Groups for the Valuation Period.

b Where the Value of Work in any Valuation Period contains no work allocated to Work

Groups the Balance of Adjustable Work included in the Value of Work shall unless otherwise

agreed be allocated to Work Category 2/1 and adjusted in accordance with rule 9 of Part I.

Unfixed Materials and Goods

39 Rule 27: ‘Unfixed Materials and Goods’ shall apply to the Work Group method but substituting a

reference in rule 27a to rules 35 and 36.
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Part III: Application of the Formula Method to certain

Specialist Engineering Installations carried out by the

Contractor as Contractor’s Specialist Work

General

40 The definitions in rule 3 shall apply to Part III of these Rules so far as the definitions are not

specifically varied in this Part.

41 The value of unfixed materials and goods shall not be taken into account for adjustment except

where rule 58 (Lift installations) or rule 63 (Structural steelwork installations) or rule 69 (Catering

equipment installations) apply.

42 Part III of these Rules shall apply to the following specialist engineering work carried out by the

Contractor and identified in the Schedule as Contractor’s Specialist Work:

(i) Electrical installations;

(ii) Heating, ventilating and air conditioning installations and sprinkler installations;

(iii) Lift installations;

(iv) Structural steelwork installations (but subject to rule 7);

(v) Catering equipment installations

for which specialist formulae Index Numbers are published in the Monthly Bulletin.

43 The weightings of labour and materials for Contractor’s Specialist Work to which rule 50 (Electrical

installations) and rule 54 (Heating, ventilating and air conditioning installations and sprinkler

installations) apply shall be stated in the Contract Bills for SBC/Q or SBC/AQ, in the

Specification/Work Schedules for SBC/XQ and in the Contract Sum Analysis for DB. The Employer

and the Contractor shall be deemed for the purposes of Fluctuations Option C and Part III of these

Rules but not further or otherwise to have agreed the weightings so stated. Note: See also rules 64

and 72b.

44 a The Index Numbers used for calculating adjustment shall be the firm Index Numbers for the

factors defined in the formulae in rules 50, 54, 58, 63 and 69.

b Until firm Index Numbers are published the last published provisional Index Numbers shall

be used. Firm Index Numbers for the appropriate month shall be substituted for any

provisional Index Numbers as soon as available and any alteration to the adjustment under

the provisional Index Number shall wherever practicable be made in the next

certificate/application for payment following publication of the firm Index Numbers. In the

formulae for Lift installations and Structural steelwork installations the latest published

provisional Index Numbers for labour shall be used (even though for an earlier month than

that required).

Note: The labour Index Numbers for these formulae are calculated on the basis of four-

month moving averages. These Index Numbers are necessarily published in the Monthly

Bulletins up to three months late. Accordingly the latest published Numbers should always

be used pending publication of the provisional/firm Index Numbers for the relevant month.

c In the event of an Index Number published as firm being revised any alteration to earlier

adjustments which result from the application of the revised firm Index Numbers shall

wherever practicable be made in the next certificate/application for payment following

publication of such revision.

45 (Number not used)

46 (Number not used)

47 Subject to rule 48 the application of the specialist formulae in Part III of these Rules shall be in

accordance with the rules in Part I or Part II (whichever Part is applicable to the Works) so far as

relevant and applicable and so far as these Rules are not specifically varied in this Part.

48 Adjustment under the formulae for Lift installations in rule 58 shall be effected in accordance with

rule 61 and included in the next Certificate/Application for Interim Payment after the events referred

to in rule 61 have occurred.
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Formula adjustment – Valuation Periods up to practical completion

49 a For Valuation Periods up to and including the Valuation Period in which occurs the date of

practical completion, amounts subject to Formula adjustment shall be adjusted using the

relevant formula of those in rules 50, 54, 58, 63 and 69.

Formula adjustment – Valuation Periods after practical completion, Final Certificate/Final

Account

b For each installation, for the formula adjustment of

(i) any Value of Work for a Valuation Period subsequent to the Valuation Period in which

occurs the date of practical completion; and

(ii) amounts included in the adjustment of the Contract Sum (SBC/Q and SBC/XQ clause

4·3; DB clause 4·2 or in the ascertainment of the Final Sum (SBC/AQ clause 4·3)

which are subject to Formula adjustment and which have not been so adjusted in

Certificates/Applications for Interim Payment;

notwithstanding rules 50, 54, 58, 63 and 69, the formula is

as follows:

C =

t

t

V

CV ×

where

C = the amount of the formula adjustment to be paid to, or recovered from, the Contractor.

V = the Value of Work described at (i) above or the amounts described at (ii) above.

Ct = the net total of the Formula adjustment included in previous Certificates/

Applications for Interim Payment by the use of Formulae set out in rule 50, 54,

58, 63 or 69 whichever is relevant.

Vt = the total Value of Work for the relevant installation included in previous

Certificates/Applications for Interim Payment.

Electrical installations

The formula

50 The formula is as follows:

C =
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎣

⎡ −

+

−

eo

eoev

eo

eoev

M

)MB(M

L

)LA(L

V

where

C = the amount of the Formula adjustment to be paid to, or recovered from, the Contractor.

V = the value of electrical installations included in the Value of Work for the Valuation Period.

A = the weighting allotted to labour.

B = the weighting allotted to materials. Note: A + B = 1.00.

Lev = the Index Number for labour for the month during which the Mid-point of the Valuation

Period occurred.

Leo = the Index Number for labour for the Base Month.

Mev = the Index Number for materials one month before the month in which the Mid-point of the

Valuation Period occurred.

Meo = the Index Number for materials one month before the Base Month.

51 (Number not used)

Application of the weightings

52 The weightings stated in the relevant document in accordance with rule 43 shall apply to all

electrical installation work which is Contractor’s Specialist Work including any arising from

instructions under SBC/Q, SBC/XQ or SBC/AQ clauses 3·14 and 3·16; or DB clauses 3·9 and 3·11.

53 (Number not used)

Heating, ventilating and air conditioning installations and sprinkler

installations

The formula

54 The formula is as follows:
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C =
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎣

⎡ −

+

−
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mo
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M

)MB(M

L

)LA(L

V

where

C = the amount of the Formula adjustment to be paid to, or recovered from, the Contractor.

V = the value of heating, ventilating and air conditioning installations and/or sprinkler

installations included in the Value of Work for the Valuation Period.

A = the weighting allotted to labour.

B = the weighting allotted to materials. Note: A + B = 1.00.

Lmv = the Index Number for labour for the month during which the Mid-point of the Valuation

Period occurred.

Lmo = the Index Number for labour for the Base Month.

Mmv = the Index Number for materials one month before the month in which the Mid-point of the

Valuation Period occurred.

Mmo = the Index Number for materials one month before the Base Month.

55 a The separate materials index for sprinkler installations shall be used if so stated in the

Contract Bills for SBC/Q or SBC/AQ, in the Specification/Work Schedules for SBC/XQ and

in the Contract Sum Analysis for DB.

b Where the Contractor’s Specialist Work includes both heating and air conditioning

installation and a sprinkler installation and for the latter a different labour/materials weighting

is to be used and/or the separate sprinkler installation materials index is to be used, the two

installations shall be treated separately for the application of the Formula in rule 54, each

with its own value ‘V’.

Application of the weightings

56 The weightings stated in the relevant document in accordance with rule 43 shall apply to all work in

the installation to which they relate which is Contractor’s Specialist Work including any arising from

instructions under SBC/Q, SBC/XQ or SBC/AQ clauses 3·14 and 3·16 or DB clauses 3·9 and 3·11.

57 (Number not used)

Lift installations

The formulae

58 The formulae are as follows:

a for shop fabrication

C =

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥
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⎢
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b for site installations

C =

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦
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where

C = the amount of the Formula adjustment to be paid to, or recovered from, the

Contractor.

V = the value of Lift installations in the Contract Documents excluding any amounts to

which rule 4 applies.

Lmo = the Index Number for mechanical labour for the Base Month.

Leo = the Index Number for electrical labour for the Base Month.

Lmx = the Index Number for mechanical labour three months prior to the month in which

completion of manufacture occurred.

Lmc = the Index Number for mechanical labour for the month in which completion of

manufacture occurred.
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Les = the Index Number for electrical labour for the month in which commencement of

site installation occurred.

Lec = the Index Number for electrical labour for the month in which completion of site

installation occurred.

Mmo = the Index Number for mechanical materials for the month before the Base Month.

Meo = the Index Number for electrical materials for the month before the Base Month.

Mmx = the Index Number for mechanical materials four months prior to the month in which

completion of manufacture occurred.

Mex = the Index Number for electrical materials four months prior to the month in which

completion of manufacture occurred.

59 The weightings allocated to the Index Numbers in the formula in rule 58 are fixed as follows:

Item Weighting

Mechanical labour involved in shop fabrication 0.47

Electrical labour involved in site installation 0.23

Mechanical materials 0.18

Electrical materials 0.12

1.00

The above weightings apply to all Lift installation work which is Contractor’s Specialist Work

including any arising from instructions under SBC/Q, SBC/XQ or SBC/AQ clauses 3·14 and 3·16 or

DB clauses 3·9 and 3·11.

60 (Number not used)

Application of the formulae

61 a Adjustment under the formula in rule 58a shall be effected in respect of shop fabrication

either upon completion of manufacture of all fabricated components or upon their delivery to

site as stated in: for SBC/Q and SBC/AQ, the Contract Bills; for SBC/XQ, the

Specification/Work Schedules; and for DB, the Contract Sum Analysis.

b Adjustment under the formula in rule 58b shall be made upon completion of the installation.

Structural steelwork installations

The formula – application

62 The formula in rule 63 applies when structural steelwork is carried out as Contractor’s Specialist

Work where so specifically stated in the Contract Bills for SBC/Q or SBC/AQ; in the

Specification/Work Schedules for SBC/XQ; and in the Contract Sum Analysis for DB. Note: See

rule 7.

63 The formula is as follows:

C =
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⎦
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where

C = the amount of the Formula adjustment to be paid to, or recovered from, the Contractor.

Vm = the weight in tonnes of steel delivered to site during the Valuation Period (the value of

which is to be included in Certificates/Applications for Interim Payment) multiplied by the

average price of steel recorded in the Contract Documents.

Vf = the value of fabrication and delivery obtained by deducting the amount Vm and the amount

Ve from the value of structural steelwork installations included in the Value of Work for the

Valuation Period. Note: The exclusion of the value of unfixed materials from the formula

adjustment in rule 4(iv) does not apply to adjustment under rule 63. Therefore, in the

calculation of Value of Work in accordance with rule 3, each of the total valuations referred

to will include the value of unfixed materials and goods for which the Contractor is entitled

to payment. By virtue of rule 66a, however, they will not include any value of off-site

materials or goods which may be included in Certificate/Application for Interim Payment by

the exercise of the Architect’s/Contract Administrator’s, (for DB, the Employer’s) discretion.

Ve = the weight in tonnes of steel erected during the Valuation Period multiplied by the average

price of erection recorded in the Contract Documents.

Md = the Index Number for structural steel for the month in which the date seven weeks before

delivery to site occurred.

Mo = the Index Number for structural steel for the month before the Base Month.
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Lf = the Index Number for labour for the month in which the date three weeks before delivery to

site occurred.

Le = the Index Number for labour for the month in which the Mid-point of the Valuation Period

occurred.

Lo = the Index Number for labour for the Base Month.

64 The following prices, as stated by the Contractor, shall be recorded in the Contract

Documents:

(i) the average price per tonne included in the Contract Sum of steel delivered to fabricator’s

works (used to calculate factor Vm in the formula);

(ii) the average price per tonne included in the Contract Sum for erection of steelwork (used to

calculate factor Ve in the formula).

65 (Number not used)

Application of formula

66 a Formula adjustment shall not be applied to the value of off-site materials and goods

included in a valuation as a consequence of the exercise of the Architect’s/Contract

Administrator’s, (for DB, the Employer’s) discretion under the Conditions.

b The Contractor shall notify the Quantity Surveyor, (for DB, the Employer) of the weight and

date of each delivery of fabricated steel to the site in order that the amount of Vm and the

Index Numbers Md and Lf can be determined.

67 Any discrepancy between the total recorded deliveries to site and the final measured weight shall

be corrected in the last Interim Valuation or in the calculations for the Final Certificate/Final

Account. The Index Number to be used for the purposes of rule 67 shall be that appropriate to the

last recorded delivery to the site.

Catering equipment installations

Definitions

68 In rules 68 to 75 the term ‘factor items’ shall mean items which are standard catalogue items not

requiring specific design and manufacture for a particular contract. The term ‘materials’ shall

exclude factor items.

The formulae

69 The formulae are as follows:

a for shop fabrication

C =
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b for supply of factor items

C = Vm

⎥
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c for site installations

C = Vl
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where

C = the amount of the Formula adjustment to be paid to, or recovered from, the

Contractor.

Vf = the amount of the Value of Work for the Valuation Period relating to shop

fabrication.
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Vm = the amount of the Value of Work for the Valuation Period relating to the supply of

factor items. Note: The exclusion of the value of unfixed materials from formula

adjustment in rule 4(iv) does not apply to adjustment under rule 69.

Vl = the amount of the Value of Work for the Valuation Period relating to site

installation.

Lmo = the Index Number for mechanical labour for the Base Month.

Lmx = the Index Number for mechanical labour two months prior to the date of

delivery to site.

Lmc = the Index Number for mechanical labour for the month in which the date of

delivery to site occurs.

Lmd = the Index Number for mechanical labour for the month during which the

Mid-point of the Valuation Period for site installation occurs.

Fmo = the Index Number for factor items for the month before the Base Month.

Fmx = the Index Number for factor items for the month in which the items are

delivered to site.

Mmo = the Index Number for mechanical materials for the month before the Base Month.

Mmx = the Index Number for mechanical materials three months prior to the date of

delivery to site.

Mso = the Index Number for stainless steel for the month before the Base Month.

Msx = the Index Number for stainless steel three months prior to the date of delivery to

site.

70 a The apportionment of the value of each item for catering equipment installations between (i)

materials and shop fabrication; (ii) supply of factor items and (iii) site installation as stated by

the Contractor shall be recorded in the Contract Documents.

b The Contractor and the Employer shall be deemed for the purposes of Fluctuations Option C

and Part III of these Rules but not further or otherwise to have agreed the apportionment

referred to in rule 70a and recorded in the Contract Documents.

71 (Number not used)

Application of the formulae

72 a Subject to rule 4 the values of materials and shop fabrication (Vf), factor items (Vm) and site

installation (Vl) for a Valuation Period shall be calculated in accordance with the

apportionment of the value of the relevant items as recorded in the Contract Documents.

b The weightings allocated to the indices for use in applying the formula in rule 69a (shop

fabrication) are fixed as follows and will apply to all shop fabrication for catering equipment

installations which is Contractor’s Specialist Work including any arising from instructions

under SBC/Q, SBC/XQ or SBC/AQ clauses 3·14 and 3·16 or DB clauses 3·9 and 3·11.

Item Weighting

Mechanical labour for shop fabrication 0.40

Mechanical materials for fabrication generally 0.40

Stainless steel for fabrication generally 0.20

1.00

73 Formula adjustment shall not be applied to the value of off-site materials or goods or factor items

included in a valuation as a consequence of the exercise of the Architect’s/Contract

Administrator’s, (for DB, the Employer’s), discretion under the Conditions but shall be applied after

the delivery to site of such unfixed materials and goods or factor items.

74 The Contractor shall notify the Quantity Surveyor, (for DB the Employer), of the dates of delivery to

the site of materials and factor items.

75 (Number not used)
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Appendices to Formula Rules (Main Contract)

Appendix A: List of Work Categories (Series 2 revised)

(rule 3)

2/1 Demolitions

2/2 Site preparation, excavation and disposal

2/3 Hardcore and imported filling

2/4 General piling

2/5 Steel sheet piling

2/6 Concrete

2/7 Reinforcement

2/8 Structural precast and prestressed concrete units

2/9 Non-structural precast concrete components

2/10 Formwork

2/11 Brickwork and blockwork

2/12 Natural stone

2/13 Asphalt work

2/14 Slate and tile roofing

2/15 Asbestos-cement sheet roofing and cladding

2/16 Plastic coated steel sheet roofing and cladding

2/17 Aluminium sheet roofing and cladding

2/18 Built-up felt roofing

2/19 Built-up felt roofing on metal decking

2/20 Carpentry, manufactured boards and softwood flooring

2/21 Hardwood flooring

2/22 Tile and sheet flooring (vinyl, thermoplastic, linoleum and other synthetic materials)

2/23 Jointless flooring (epoxy resin type)

2/24 Softwood joinery

2/25 Hardwood joinery

2/26 Ironmongery

2/27 Steelwork

2/28 Steel windows and doors

2/29 Aluminium windows and doors

2/30 Miscellaneous metalwork

2/31 Cast iron pipes and fittings

2/32 Plastic pipes and fittings

2/33 Copper tubes, fittings and cylinders

2/34 Mild steel pipes, fittings and tanks

2/35 Boilers, pumps and radiators

2/36 Sanitary fittings

2/37 Insulation

2/38 Plastering (all types) to walls and ceilings

2/39 Beds and screeds (all types) to floors, roofs and pavings

2/40 Dry partitions and linings

2/41 Tiling and terrazzo work

2/42 Suspended ceilings (dry construction)

2/43 Glass, mirrors, patent glazing

2/44 Decorations

2/45 Drainage pipework (other than cast iron)

2/46 Fencing, gates and screens

2/47 Bituminous surfacing to roads and paths

2/48 Soft landscaping
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Appendix B: ‘Fix-only’ indices (rule 8(iii))

A (1) Where there is a significant value of work in respect of items of ‘fix-only’ falling within one

Work Category, it may be appropriate to create a special ‘fix-only’ index. Such items must be

identified in the Schedule and shall be subject to adjustment in accordance with the Formula

Rules so far as relevant and applicable as if ‘fix-only’ in each Work Category or Work Group

were a separate Work Category or Work Group.

(2) The calculation of a ‘fix-only’ Index Number is demonstrated by the following example for the

fixing only of precast concrete structural units which are supplied against a P.C. Sum.

(a) ‘Price adjustment formulae for building contracts (Series 2 revised) – Description of

the indices’ published by HMSO sets out the resources for Work Category 2/8

‘Structural precast and prestressed concrete units’ weighted in terms of percentage

value as follows:

Labour (skilled) 6%

Labour (unskilled) 6%

Plant 6%

Structural precast concrete 79%

Cement 2%

Aggregate 1%

Sand *(less than 0.5%)

Reinforcement *(less than 0.5%)

100%

(b) The published Index Numbers for a specified month are say, 158 skilled labour, 158

unskilled labour and 170 plant.

(c) A ‘fix-only’ Index Number for that month of the labour and plant required for fixing only

precast concrete structural units may be calculated as follows:

Skilled labour 6 x 158 = 948

Unskilled labour 6 x 158 = 948

Plant 6 x 170 = 1020

Total percentage 18 2916

2916‘Fix-only’ Index -Number

for fixing only precast

concrete structural units.

18
= 162

(d) It will be necessary to calculate the ‘fix-only’ Index Number for the Base Month and

for each month in which the Index Number is subsequently to be used.

(3) The ‘fix-only’ Index Numbers so calculated are to be applied to the value of the ‘fix-only’

items and no separate adjustment made for the ancillary materials (cement, aggregate,

etc.).
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B The percentages of skilled labour, unskilled labour and plant for each Work Category and which

will be needed for calculating a ‘fix-only’ Index Number are set out below.

(Source: ‘Price adjustment formulae for building contracts (Series 2 revised) – Description of the

indices’)

Work

Category

Resource %

2/1 Labour (skilled) 36

Labour (unskilled) 14

Plant 44

2/2 Labour (skilled) 1

Labour (unskilled) 37

Plant 56

2/3 Labour (unskilled) 28

Plant 11

2/4 Labour (skilled) 32

Labour (unskilled) 7

Plant 22

2/5 Labour (skilled) 6

Labour (unskilled) 7

Plant 23

2/6 Labour (skilled) 5

Labour (unskilled) 26

Plant 3

2/7 Labour (skilled) 16

Labour (unskilled) 8

2/8 Labour (skilled) 6

Labour (unskilled) 6

Plant 6

2/9 Labour (skilled) 17

Labour (unskilled) 23

2/10 Labour (skilled) 53

Labour (unskilled) 11

Plant 1

2/11 Labour (skilled) 37

Labour (unskilled) 17

Plant 1

2/12 Labour (skilled) 16

Labour (unskilled) 15

2/13 Labour (skilled) 20

Labour (unskilled) 9

Plant 29

2/14 Labour (skilled) 13

Labour (unskilled) 10

2/15 Labour (skilled) 13

Labour (unskilled) 15

2/16 Labour (skilled) 9

Labour (unskilled) 10

2/17 Labour (skilled) 6

Labour (unskilled) 7
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Work

Category

Resource %

2/18 Labour (skilled) 23

Labour (unskilled) 12

2/19 Labour (skilled) 19

Labour (unskilled) 7

2/20 Labour (skilled) 40

Labour (unskilled) 7

2/21 Labour (skilled) 27

2/22 Labour (skilled) 26

2/23 Labour (skilled) 35

2/24 Labour (skilled) 34

Labour (unskilled) 3

2/25 Labour (skilled) 25

Labour (unskilled) 2

2/26 Labour (skilled) 31

Labour (unskilled) 2

2/27 Labour (skilled) 9

Labour (unskilled) 15

2/28 Labour (skilled) 15

Labour (unskilled) 9

2/29 Labour (skilled) 16

Labour (unskilled) 7

2/30 Labour (skilled) 7

Labour (unskilled) 15

2/31 Labour (Plumbing) 37

2/32 Labour (Plumbing) 48

2/33 Labour (Plumbing) 34

2/34 Labour (Plumbing) 33

2/35 Labour (Plumbing) 23

2/36 Labour (Plumbing) 30

2/37 Labour (skilled) 29

Labour (unskilled) 9

2/38 Labour (skilled) 49

Labour (unskilled) 22

Plant 3

2/39 Labour (skilled) 26

Labour (unskilled) 22

Plant 5

2/40 Labour (skilled) 42

Plant 1

2/41 Labour (skilled) 26

Labour (unskilled) 8

2/42 Labour (skilled) 32

2/43 Labour (Glazing) 31
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Work

Category

Resource %

2/44 Labour (skilled) 80

2/45 Labour (skilled) 15

Labour (unskilled) 14

2/46 Labour (skilled) 9

Labour (unskilled) 16

Plant 1

2/47 Labour (skilled) 11

Labour (unskilled) 5

Plant 8

2/48 Labour (skilled) 37

Labour (unskilled) 11

Plant 22






